
MS-360TM Mall Slider— 
by Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope®

MS-360TM  Mall Slider Construction

The Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope® exclusive flange  

and neoprene bumper system overlaps from one panel 

to the next, which prevents racking. These interlocking 

panels cannot be removed when in the locked  

position. Panels arranged in more than one plane  

interlock at the meeting stiles while those meeting in 

the same plane butt and interlock, forming a safe,  

secure, tamper resistant barrier. Panels can be  

manufactured as high as 12'-0" and as wide as  

7'-0" and may require an intermediate horizontal  

depending on the configuration desired. 

MS-360TM  Mall Slider Configurations 

Available in three standard styles, the MS-360TM readily 

adapts to any interior location. When opened, the  

Conventional Multi-Sliding Door stacks the panels in 

view. For example, a 4-panel unit will slide to one side 

allowing access through 3/4 of the original opening. 

With the By-Passing Wall Door, sliding panels are offset 

to the interior or exterior of the wall opening allowing 

full access through the entire original opening.  

The Pocket Door recesses into a prepared pocket  

in the wall also permitting full access through the  

finished opening. All three sliding door types are  

flush glazed after assembly and are manufactured  

for 1/4" glazing only.

Construction, Configurations and Appearance

The MS-360TM Mall Slider and Sliding Storefront is the ideal 

mall slider when economy and ease of operation are primary 

concerns, making it a good choice for interior applications in 

schools, offices or malls. The MS-360TM includes aluminum 

stiles and rails, as well as panels that can be recessed into 

pockets, and can act as conventional multi-sliding doors or 

as by-passing wall doors.
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Details

Bi-Parting (4) Panel Details Single Direction (3) Panel Details


